of these data has led to the realization that many variants originally believed to be disease causing based on their absence in small-or moderately-sized control cohorts are more likely moderately rare, benign variants. 16, 17 Existing inaccurate variant-disease associations pose a challenge for clinical variant interpretation and indicate a critical need for an iterative, systematic reassessment of previously classified genetic variation.
We report here the diagnostic use of our custom targeted NGS panel for inherited cardiomyopathies. We present a comparison of this test's clinical detection rate with those of predecessor tests based on array-based and Sanger sequencing technologies, as well as the results of a systematic reevaluation of all variants we detected during 5.5 years of DCM testing. This analysis represents one of the largest cohorts of DCM patients clinically sequenced to date. Combined with our stringent reassessment of variants, it refines gene-specific detection rates and the spectrum of pathogenic variants in DCM. We also confirm previous reports that pathogenic variants in genes not traditionally associated with DCM are present in a significant number of patients, underscoring the utility of multiple-disease panel testing.
Advance online publication 6 February 2014. doi:10.1038/gim. 2013.204 Purpose: Dilated cardiomyopathy is characterized by substantial locus, allelic, and clinical heterogeneity that necessitates testing of many genes across clinically overlapping diseases. Few studies have sequenced sufficient individuals; thus, the contributions of individual genes and the pathogenic variant spectrum are still poorly defined. We analyzed 766 dilated cardiomyopathy patients tested over 5 years in our molecular diagnostics laboratory.
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MATeRiALs AND MeTHODs
Molecular diagnostic tests for cardiomyopathy
Five molecular testing panels were used by our laboratory during the time period of our study: two Sanger sequencing panels together targeting 10 genes ("Sanger"), a microarray-based sequencing assay targeting 19 genes ("DCM CardioChip"), and two NGS assays targeting 24 DCM genes ("DCM panel") or 46 genes associated with DCM, HCM, ARVC, left ventricular noncompaction (LVNC), restrictive cardiomyopathy (RCM), and catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (CPVT; "Pan Cardiomyopathy Panel"). See Supplementary Data online for gene lists. The evidence linking these genes to cardiomyopathy has been published elsewhere. 3 The development of the Sanger sequencing and microarray-based assays has been previously described. 18 The development and clinical performance characteristics of our NGS-based Pan Cardiomyopathy Panel are described in the Supplementary Data and Supplementary  Table S6 online. In total, we analyzed 766 DCM cases using Sanger sequencing (176 cases), the DCM CardioChip microarray (417), NGS-based gene panels (149), or a combination of these (24) . Patients who were tested more than once were counted toward the larger panel. For microarray and NGS tests, Sanger sequencing was used to fill in failed bases and to confirm all novel or clinically relevant variants (classified as being of "unknown significance, " "likely pathogenic, " or "pathogenic").
sequencing technologies
Methods used for polymerase chain reaction, Sanger sequencing, and array-based sequencing have been previously described. 18 For NGS, bar coded libraries for 10 samples were pooled before target capture (Agilent SureSelect) and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2000 instrument (50 base paired end mode). Reads were aligned using BWA 19 and recalibrated and realigned using GATK, version 1.0.4705. 20 Unified Genotyper was used to detect single-nucleotide variants, and IndelGenotyper was used to detect insertions and deletions (in/dels). 21 Variants were annotated and filtered using a custom script that queried our clinical-grade variant database.
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Variant interpretation criteria
Variants were classified as shown in Table 1 . Major drivers include the frequency and number of alleles in patient and control populations, degree of segregation with disease, functional evidence, predicted protein effect, and comparison with the established spectrum of pathogenic variation in a gene. Variants of unknown significance (VUSs) whose evidence level borders on but is not quite sufficient to be classified as "likely pathogenic" were classified as "VUS-favor pathogenic. "
Mapping of titin variants
We compared titin (TTN) variants from our cohort and from cases published by Herman et al. 23 ("probands") with those detected in ~6,500 individuals sequenced by ESP (downloaded 21 January 2013, "controls"). The observed distribution of variants across the gene was compared with the expected frequencies for the same gene using a binomial test with expected frequencies determined by the fraction of the overall sequence represented by each band. This analysis was performed independently for probands and controls. A Fisher exact test was used to compare the distribution of variants in probands with the distribution of variants in controls. Bonferroni correction was performed on all analyses to allow for multiple testing. Odds ratios for probands versus controls were calculated, and confidence intervals were determined using the conditional maximum likelihood/Fisher method. All statistical analyses were performed using the R software package.
ResULTs
Patient cohort
Our patient cohort represents a broad referral population of 766 individuals with DCM or clinical features consistent with DCM, based on medical and family history information provided by ordering providers. This study was approved by the Partners HealthCare Institutional Review Board. We excluded cases with confirmed diagnoses of any other type of cardiomyopathy, other structural heart disease or congenital heart disease, or syndromic or environmental causes. Fourteen cases had clinical features or a family history of skeletal myopathy or muscular dystrophy, in addition to a clinical diagnosis or clinical features of DCM, and were included because muscle disease is within the phenotypic spectrum for several genes we tested. This cohort was predominantly white (464 were white, 86 were black or African American, 43 were Hispanic or Latino, 22 were Asian, 7 were Ashkenazi Jews, 22 were of mixed ancestry, and 122 were of unspecified ancestry). The age composition is unusual in that 37% of patients were younger than 18 years (n = 286) with a high number of infants (138 cases ≤ 2 years of age; Supplementary Figure S1 online). Our cohort had slightly more males than females, 53% vs. 43% (404 males vs. 330 females, 32 unspecified). A family history (defined as a report of DCM or clinical features of DCM, nonspecific cardiomyopathy, sudden death, or heart failure) was indicated in 425 (55%) cases. All patients received diagnostic gene panel testing of 5-46 genes between 2007 and 2012. As a result of the evolution in testing over time, genes on the oldest panels have been tested in nearly every case, whereas new genes such as TTN have been tested in less than 25% of cases.
Variant assessment and result interpretation
Across all 766 DCM cases (Supplementary Table S1 online), we detected 893 unique variants, not counting common variants classified as "benign" (Supplementary Table S3 online).
Patients were tested over a range of 5.5 years, and during this time the medical genetics community has undergone a significant evolution in how sequence variants are interpreted. Our most recent variant classification rules were implemented in the fall of 2011. Therefore, to ensure consistency of variant interpretation across our cohort, we performed a stringent clinical reassessment of 275 variants classified before that date using rules summarized in Table 1 . Counts of variants assigned to each category before and after this reassessment are tabulated in Table 2 . Regarding variants previously classified
Original research article as of unknown significance, 5 of 106 (4.7%) were reclassified as likely pathogenic and 6 were downgraded to likely benign. Importantly, this reanalysis resulted in downgrading 12 of 56 (21%) likely pathogenic variants to VUSs (n = 10) or likely benign (n = 2), which was largely driven by their presence in large populations sequenced by the NHLBI ESP 14 and the 1000 Genomes 15 projects. This prevalence of historically misclassified pathogenic variation is consistent with a recent systematic reanalysis of putatively pathogenic cardiomyopathy variants in the NHLBI ESP cohort. 24 Of the 10 variants originally classified as "pathogenic, " only one was downgraded to "likely pathogenic. " The resultant number of variants assigned to each category was as follows: 376 "likely benign, " 374 of "unknown significance, " 43 "VUS-favor pathogenic, " 87 "likely pathogenic, " and 13 "pathogenic" (Supplementary Table S3 online). The vast majority of all variants (84%) were found in a single patient. More singleton variants were found among variants classified as of "unknown significance" or higher (90%) as compared with those classified as "likely benign" (77%).
Clinical sensitivity
To define lower and upper estimates of clinical sensitivity, we used two thresholds to identify "positive" cases (those that contain variants of known, likely, or strongly suspected clinical significance). The "lower bound" considered only cases with likely pathogenic and pathogenic variants. Our earlier analysis predicted that nearly half of all VUSs may be pathogenic. 25 Therefore, our "upper bound" approach included additional cases with the most convincing VUSs (VUS-favor pathogenic; Supplementary Table S3 online). As gene panel sizes increased from 5 to 46 genes, the clinical sensitivity for DCM in our laboratory more than tripled, from a range of 7.7-10% (lower bound-upper bound) to a range of 27-37% (Figure 1) . However, this improvement is tempered by an emerging interpretive challenge because the percentage of patients receiving an inconclusive test result (only VUSs detected) increased from 4.6-6.5% to 51-61%. These increases were driven largely by the inclusion of TTN, which encodes the largest human protein.
The presence of a family history is often indicative of an underlying genetic etiology. Interestingly, the clinical sensitivity for individuals with a family history of DCM was similar to that obtained for the entire cohort (with positive rates improving from 6.9-8.6% to 31-38%) and is consistent with our previous, smaller study. 26 This is different from what has been reported for HCM, for which a family history substantially increases the likelihood of detecting a clinically relevant variant. A second variable that is often suspected to correlate with detection rates is age. Our previous analyses indicated that the overall detection rate for pathogenic DCM variants across all genes tested did not differ among age groups. 26 In our current data set, detection rates did not differ among age groups except for those for the two most recent gene panels (24 and 46 genes; Supplementary Figure S2 online) . Here, the higher detection rate in the adult and pediatric groups was driven mostly by TTN and DSP, although it should be noted that the numbers behind some of these detection rates are small (for confidence intervals, see Supplementary Table S2 online).
Detection rates and variant spectra by gene
To determine the contribution of each gene, we counted the number of positive tests (those containing variants of known, likely, or strongly suspected clinical significance as defined above) for each gene individually (Figure 2 , Supplementary Table S2 online). This was done for the entire cohort but also separately for each age group. The spectrum of variant types underlying the detection rates is depicted in Supplementary  Figure S3 online.
Overall, TTN was the largest contributor of positive test results (12-14%), largely due to truncating variants or variants Original research article altering the conserved splice consensus sequence as previously reported. 23 We identified 152 missense TTN VUSs that drove a surge of the above-mentioned inconclusive test results ( Figure  1) . The second highest contributor was LMNA (4.1-4.5%), followed by MYH7 (3.4-4.9%). Clinically significant variants in DSP, an ARVC gene, were found in 2.4% of cases, consistent with previous reports, 1 which illustrates the utility of broad testing. The spectrum of contributing genes differed among the age groups, most prominently when comparing the infant group with the pediatric and adult groups. Some of these differences are already established (e.g., the finding that LMNA variants are more likely to present in adulthood); some have not yet been described but will need to be confirmed by other studies (e.g., the findings that DSP variants were unique to the adult cohort and RBM20 variants were enriched in the pediatric group).
We did not detect any variants classified as "pathogenic, " "likely pathogenic, " or "VUS-favor pathogenic" in 24 of 46 genes tested. For some, this was expected because there is currently no reported association with DCM. However, 11 of these 24 genes (ANKRD1, CAV3, CRYAB, CTF1, DSC2, EMD, FHL2, LAMA4, LAMP2, MYH6, and PKP2) have been previously reported as likely or candidate DCM genes. 3 Of particular interest is the MYBPC3 gene, for which published detection rates range from 1 to 10%. 18 We failed to detect any pathogenic or likely pathogenic variants in this gene. Only three MYBPC3 variants were of possible clinical significance (VUS-favor pathogenic). Closer examination suggested that two of them may be HCM variants (p.Asp605Asn and p.Ile659Thr; for detailed interpretations, see Supplementary Data online).
Distribution of TTN-truncating variants in individuals with DCM and in the general population
From an analysis of 312 DCM patients and 249 controls, Herman et al. 23 reported a clustering of truncating variants in the A-band 23 To validate and expand on this finding, we combined the variants from Herman et al. 23 (n = 55) with TTN -truncating variants detected in our study (n = 18). The NHLBI ESP cohorts (~6,500 individuals of European or African-American ancestry) served as a control cohort, representing the general population. Truncating variants in the large exon unique to the Novex-3 transcript were excluded because the biological significance of this splice form is not well understood. Supplementary Table  S4 online lists all TTN-truncating variants used for this analysis.
The control set contained 43 truncating variants identified in 107 individuals. Assuming that no individual carried more than one truncating variant, this corresponds to a frequency of 107 per 6,500 individuals (1.65%). The TTN A-band was enriched for truncating variants in DCM probands as compared with controls (odds ratio = 14.6; 99% confidence interval: 4.32-58.5; P < 2 × 10 −10 ). The frequency in controls as well as the clustering of variants in the A-band in probands is consistent with results reported by Herman et al. 23 In addition, our data showed a reduced frequency of variants in the I-band in probands as compared with controls (odds ratio = 0.13; 99% confidence interval: 0.04-0.43; P < 2 × 10 −6 ). No difference in frequency was detected in the Z-and M-bands (Figure 3) .
Loss-of-function variants in vinculin (VCL) as an emerging rare cause of DCM
Many DCM genes contribute only a very small fraction of disease-causing variants, making it difficult for any individual study to establish the pathogenic variant spectrum. One such gene is the VCL gene, which encodes a Z-disk protein and was initially implicated in the etiology of cardiomyopathy based on an in-frame deletion (p.Leu955del) detected in a single DCM patient. 27 Our reassessment revealed that this variant is present in 0.4% (17/4,264) of African-American chromosomes sequenced by the NHLBI ESP project, suggesting (although not proving) that it may be benign. Two additional missense variants have been reported in HCM patients, p.Leu277Met 28 and p.Arg975Trp 29 ; the latter has also reported in a DCM patient. 27 According to our criteria, both variants were classified as "VUSs, " therefore leaving the significance of all previously published variants uncertain. In our cohort (VCL tested in 590 patients), we detected four heterozygous variants that probably lead to loss of protein function: p.Arg105X, p.Arg188X, p.Asn220LysfsX21, and p.Arg547X. This is the first report of loss-of-function VCL variants in DCM patients and is consistent with mouse studies that suggest that loss of VCL may lead to DCM. 30 It does not, however, refute the possibility that other variant types in this gene can lead to disease. Of note, loss-of-function VCL variants appear to be rare in the general population because only three such alleles (p.Asn220LysfsX21, p.Ala573HisfsX8, and p.Arg409X) have been found, each as singletons, in more than 8,250 chromosomes examined by the NHLBI ESP (accessed 13 October 2013).
Contribution of desmosomal gene variants to DCM
Two studies have sequenced desmosomal genes (DSP, DSG, DSC2, PKP2, and JUP), which have been associated with ARVC, in patients with DCM. 10, 31 These studies reported disease-causing variants in 5% and 13% of cases. Several of these variants have also been detected by our laboratory but are classified as likely benign or benign based on their frequency in the NHLBI ESP cohorts. Removing these variants, the detection rates in these two cohorts decrease to 3% and 7.9%, largely due to variants in the DSP (n = 7) and DSG2 (n = 2) genes (Supplementary Table  S5 online). This is consistent with the results from our cohort, for which the same two desmosomal genes contributed to positive test results (DSP: 3/123 cases = 2.4%, DSG2: 1/123 cases = 0.8%).
DisCUssiON
Owing to locus, allelic, and clinical heterogeneity, comprehensive testing for DCM benefits from sequencing the entire coding region of a growing number of genes. Most studies available to date are limited in the number of genes and/or the number of individuals sequenced and, consequently, estimates of detection rates are not very robust. In addition, clinical variant classification has greatly evolved over the past decade, and new knowledge has revealed that many past variant-disease associations are flawed.
impact of NGs panels on medical sequencing
Genetic testing panels have undergone a dramatic expansion in recent years. For DCM, our test panels have increased from only 5 genes (MHY7, MYBPC3, TNNT2, TNNI3, and TPM1) to 46 covering DCM genes as well as genes involved in other cardiomyopathies (HCM, ARVC, LVNC, and RCM). The most prominent addition is the TTN gene, which was virtually untestable in the clinic before the advent of NGS technologies and has the highest detection rate among all known DCM genes. NGS has also enabled clinical diagnostic laboratories to configure gene panels that encompass multiple overlapping clinical entities, which is beginning to change how genetic testing is used in clinical medicine. Traditionally used to confirm or rule out a clinical diagnosis, genetic testing is now increasingly part of the diagnostic process. Among the inherited cardiomyopathies, this benefit is probably most pronounced for DCM because it can be an end-stage presentation of HCM in a minority of cases 6 and has some clinical overlap with ARVC. 7, 8 Our analysis confirmed earlier reports that pathogenic variation in desmosomal Original research article genes contributes a portion of pathogenic variation in DCM patients. It remains to be shown whether such cases represent misdiagnosed ARVC or whether desmosomal variants can cause both disorders.
Detection rate and importance of continuous reanalysis of variants
Among the inherited cardiomyopathies, the benefit of expanded gene testing is most pronounced for DCM because a large number of genes (22 in our study) harbor clinically significant variants causative of this disease. 1, 5 This is in stark contrast to HCM, in which ~80% of pathogenic variation is contributed by only two genes, MYH7 and MYBPC3. 3 With clinically significant variants present in up to 37% of individuals with DCM and up to 38% of individuals with familial DCM, our detection rates are lower than those expected based on previous meta-analyses of published detection rates. 5, 18 This is probably caused by a combination of factors, including those listed below (see Study Limitations). An emerging major reason for lower detection rates is that many past studies classified variants as pathogenic based on insufficient data that led to incorrect variant-disease associations. 16, 17 In our study, 9% (25/275) of variants underwent a change in classification. Importantly, nearly half (12) of these changes were substantial in that they affected "likely pathogenic" variants that were downgraded to "VUS" (n = 10) or likely benign (n = 2), largely due to their identification in large cohorts representing the general population. This type of classification change is of high significance in a clinical setting because it changes the overall result communicated to the patient from "positive" (a likely or definitive cause for the patient's disease was identified) to "inconclusive" or "negative. " Such changes can dramatically alter medical management and thus underscore the critical need for conservative interpretation of variants and for reevaluating all disease-causing variants published before the availability of these resources.
Reevaluating MYBPC3 as a DCM gene
The MYBPC3 gene was first known for its major contribution to HCM and was therefore a logical candidate gene for DCM. A large number of studies have sequenced this gene, typically in small cohorts and have reported it as a DCM gene with various detection rates of up to 10%. 18 We failed to detect any likely pathogenic or pathogenic variants in our cohort and suspect that two of the three variants that came close to a "likely pathogenic" classification are HCM variants (raising the possibility that these patients had end-stage HCM rather than primary DCM). Therefore, contrary to some published studies, our data suggest that MYBPC3 does not contribute significantly to primary DCM, although our cohort size is not large enough to confidently exclude it as a DCM gene.
Clinical sensitivity and distribution of truncating variants in TTN
In our study, TTN contributed up to 14% of all clinically significant cases, which is much lower than the detection rate reported by Herman et al. (up to 27%) . 23 Multiple factors probably contributed to this difference. First, our cohort represents a broad referral population tested in our molecular diagnostic laboratory, which is different from a clinical study in that detailed clinical data supporting the indicated diagnosis are often not available. Second, Herman et al. 23 used different variant classification criteria that were less stringent than ours (e.g., they included variants outside the highly conserved ±1,2 splice consensus in the absence of additional supporting data, which would be classified as "VUSs" using our rules). Consistent with Herman et al., 23 we confirmed that TTN-truncating variants are present in the general population (1.65% in the ESP cohort, 3% in the control cohort analyzed by Herman et al.) . Our expanded analysis also confirmed that TTN-truncating variants appear to be enriched in the A-band in DCM cases as compared with the NHLBI ESP cohorts, which are used as a proxy for the general population. A novel observation was that truncating variants were significantly less frequent in the I-band in cases as compared with the ESP cohorts. It is reasonable to hypothesize that variants in the A-band have a higher likelihood of being pathogenic. The reduced frequency of truncating variants in the I-band in the patient cohort as compared with the ESP cohort increases the likelihood that these have a milder effect, although additional studies are needed to further investigate this. Nine of 43 variants present in the ESP cohort map to the A-band. In the absence of clinical and demographic information for the ESP cohort, it remains possible that these represent pathogenic variants in individuals who have not yet developed overt disease. This is not surprising because Herman et al. 23 showed that TTN variants are highly penetrant but primarily after the age of 40.
study cohort
Our cohort is unusual in that only ~50% of patients reported a family history and a high proportion of patients were infants and pediatric cases. This is in contrast to current guidelines (recommending testing mainly for patients with a family history) and beliefs (that genetic DCM is rare in infants). Our study revealed that the rate of clinically significant variants may be higher than previously thought, although this will need to be replicated by independent studies.
study limitations
Our study relied on clinical data provided by ordering providers at the time of testing. In contrast to a controlled clinical study in which all patients are evaluated using a common set of diagnostic criteria, our clinical data are likely more heterogeneous.
A second limitation is that due to the expanding size of our test panels over time, not all genes were tested in all cases and therefore gene-specific detection rates are representative for the number of patients tested, rather than for the entire cohort.
Third, although our study is, to our knowledge, the largest reported analysis of sequence variation in DCM patients to date, it is not large enough to be immune to statistical fluctuations that commonly afflict small-to medium-sized cohorts
